
Automate your HR workflows

Leave routine employee requests to our Digital Agent who is available 24x7 via any

communication channel of your choice (voice, chat, email, social media or other

messaging platforms). It significantly reduces response time to your employees and

allows HR teams to focus on more important queries. With our AI-driven platform, you

can automate up to 43 % of employee interactions.

React to employee questions instantly

of fully automated 
conversations

availability reduction of human effort
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43 % 24x7 51 %

AI-Powered HR Bot

DIGITAL AGENT You have 12 vacation days left. 

Our Digital Agent makes your
onboarding process smoother and can
transform it into a self-service
process. With our Digital Agent,
companies can automate processes
such as document submissions,
training plans and regular check-ups.

With our Digital Agent, employees can
also:

- Check leave balances
- Check salary information
- Apply for a leave
- Report an issue/Provide a feedback,

etc.

Welcome to the team! Here
is your onboarding schedule
for next week:

Please upload your tax
declaration documents here:

WATCH VIDEO
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Join more than 60 B2B CLIENTS in 6 countries who trust us:

BOOK DEMOinfo@borndigital.ai borndigital.ai

Digital agent:

➢ Authenticates employees by name, employee ID, voice biometry, or other information.

➢ Handles the interaction automatically without the participation of a live member of HR
team.

➢ In case of more complex issues, it connects the employee with a competent HR person or
department.

➢ Sends automatic notifications: it informs employees about important events or activities.

2 weeks to set your digital agent

DESIGN TEST PILOT OPERATE

EMPLOYEES DIGITAL AGENT
Connects an employee with the right department 

or HR person in case of a complex matter

Digital agent completely handles 

43 % of queries
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